As of September 2022

Starting this September, early elementary teachers will have their
own moozoom module ! Five interactive mini-Zooms will be
available on respect, friendship, taking no for an answer,
sharing and conflict. Complementary activities and posters will
be included. Real kids present real issues, accompanied by an
engaging animated character who will help children improve
their level of self-regulation and introspection.
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In this new season, students will still be able to choose
the course of the story and help the main character get
owever, there will be twice as many
out of tro
solutions that our little heroes will be able to apply in

With the new Zoom-Ins, students will be able to get
inside the heads of each of the characters to better
understand their point of view. These different
perspectives will no doubt help develop empathy in
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Zoom-Out becomes Zoom-Act
and interactive concept that will allow kids to put
themselves in the shoes of an android trying to become
this big adventure, inviting the student to choose each
step that will lead them to develop a social skill.

An entire section will now be dedicated to the Zen Zone.
Six procedural videos will be accompanied by an audio
version of a mindfulness meditation. Whether at home or
at school, during a crisis or before going to sleep, kids
will have a tool at their fingertips to learn how to breathe
better, refocus and feel better.
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With a new dashboard, teachers will be able to assess their
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Ask for a demo

